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There’s no time to be anything but audacious in our pursuit of a clean, prosperous, and secure low-carbon future. The pace of climate change has accelerated to become the most daunting challenge humanity has ever faced. As a reader of this annual report, you are one of the solution supporters who allow the team at Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI) to seize opportunities and sometimes take the risks necessary to drive a sea change in how energy is used and produced while there’s still time.

When we adopted our strategic vision in 2017 and committed to THINK bigger, ACT boldly, and SCALE globally, we knew that scaling energy solutions would be key to quickly achieving our mission of a clean, prosperous, and secure low-carbon future. What we didn’t know was how the urgency of our cause would accelerate, and how this new change model therefore needs to pay off and deliver real impact in industries, cities, and countries around the world at a scale and pace not seen before.

Our global influence is increasing just as fast as RMI can grow its unrivaled team. Building on our shared success with the Indian government to support ambitious renewable energy and clean mobility goals, we have Urban Mobility Labs active in Pune and New Delhi where clean mobility solutions are being tested. In China, we’re encouraged by the unprecedented scale at which change can happen, such as the 330-square-kilometer near-zero carbon district under development in a city south of Shanghai that will house 1 million people with a small fraction of the carbon footprint of a typical community. In sub-Saharan Africa, we’ve scaled our support to bring clean energy access to rural communities with low-cost minigrids—supporting economic development in four countries. In the Caribbean, we continue to help small island developing states power their economies more affordably and sustainably with renewables. Most recently, we have doubled down on our support for The Bahamas after they suffered the devastating effects of Hurricane Dorian. We’ve resolved to help our partners in The Bahamas to maintain power to critical facilities—like hospitals or water treatment plants—while also building long-term resilience.
In the United States, we’re helping 25 cities advance ambitious renewable energy goals (such as Minneapolis and others aiming for 100% renewable energy by 2030) with technical support and expertise. Through the Bloomberg Philanthropies’ American Cities Climate Challenge Renewables Accelerator, RMI, World Resources Institute, and the Urban Sustainability Directors Network are helping cities procure over 2.8 gigawatts of renewable capacity—more than the total existing solar capacity in Nevada, Florida, or Texas. And, our electricity program is convincing more and more utilities that coal is a risky bet, and renewable energy is better for their bottom line.

In spite of the many bright spots that emerge both in the United States (where nonfederal actors continue to push to new heights in clean energy leadership and innovation) and internationally (where leaders are showing more resolve than ever before to meet the Paris Agreement targets), we still are not on track to ensure a below-2 degree future.

It’s time to inject both pressure and confidence in the global dialogue—that a well below 2 degree future is possible but only if we dramatically accelerate the pace of the energy transition at a pace never before seen. That’s why RMI launched the Emerging Solutions Program this past year—a coordinated effort to align global leaders around the challenges that promise to reach the tipping point of our clean energy future sooner, and a broad invitation to collective action around far-reaching initiatives where global communication and coordination can make otherwise daunting goals achievable. For 38 years, RMI has witnessed the transformative power of a disruptive and coordinated vision to drive action. But now, with a laser focus on scaling these solutions through a dedicated coalition of willing partners, financing instruments, and technology innovations, we believe we will present a credible vision for action that leaders can invest in—and act on—with confidence.

We express our sincerest gratitude to all of you whose unwavering partnership fuels our critical work each day, even when it seems that the odds are dauntingly long. Each success that you’ll read about in these pages is building a wave that, once it crests, will come down with unstoppable force, bringing with it the clean energy revolution we’re all working so hard to achieve, and a gift to future generations.

Sincerely,

Jules Kortenhorst

Chief Executive Officer
Rocky Mountain Institute
Celebrating Amory Lovins

As Rocky Mountain Institute approaches its 38th birthday, the Institute and our community of partners and supporters are reflecting on this significant milestone—made possible by Amory Lovins, who is reaching an important milestone of his own.

As Amory turns 72 years old, he shifts his role, stepping aside from his responsibilities as chief scientist and transitioning to a less operational role. He will continue to serve and collaborate with RMI—providing his thought leadership as always—as our esteemed cofounder, chairman emeritus, and trustee, advancing his life’s work tackling the increasingly urgent challenges of the energy

“Amory Lovins had the solution to the energy problem in 1976. It’s taken the rest of us 33 years to catch up.”

Carl Pope (in *Time* magazine’s 2009 “TIME 100” issue)
transition—a topic he’s been recognized for since publishing his article, “Energy Strategy: The Road Not Taken?” in *Foreign Affairs* in 1976.

Amory’s ongoing thought leadership will be bolstered by an effort RMI has been hatching for some time—called “Emerge”—to better institutionalize RMI’s ability to help set a clear and compelling direction for a clean, prosperous, and secure low-carbon future.

The Emerging Solutions team, led by managing director James Newcomb and fueled by the Innovation Fund for Energy Solutions, will work with Amory and other partners to bring the industry-changing power of RMI’s research and insights to the leaders who need it more than ever to advance market-based solutions to the climate crisis.
Amory’s legacy is vast,
leaving indelible marks on virtually every aspect of the energy space. We invite all of you to share with us the influence that Amory Lovins has had on your life, career choice, or approach to your work.

Share your story with us at energyinspiration@rmi.org

And, learn more about the Innovation Fund for Energy Solutions at rmi.org/InnovationFund
For so many of us, Amory has been an amazing source of inspiration and wisdom throughout our careers. We stand on his shoulders as we double down on the mission of the Institute to accelerate the transition toward a clean, prosperous, and secure low-carbon energy future.

As we do so, we stand tall in the face of deep concerns about climate change. And we hold on to the deep conviction Amory taught us—that there is no time for pessimism and no justification for optimism, but all the reasons in the world to apply hope in seeking a sustainable energy system.

— Jules Kortenhorst, RMI CEO
SEE HOPE IN ACTION

Think, Do, Scale.
THINK, DO, SCALE

It isn’t just RMI’s strategic approach for how we might change the energy landscape and tackle climate change for good—it’s a tried-and-true method with clear evidence that these three pillars are helping to boldly tackle the toughest long-term problems.
The foundation of RMI’s work is visionary thinking. For nearly 38 years and counting, we’ve shaped a compelling and alternative vision for the energy future that helps transform market after market and industry after industry. The result is that RMI is a trusted, independent source of technical expertise, research, and analysis around the world.
Now that the energy transition is accelerating, our thought leadership is in greater demand than ever before. Here are some of the pioneering insights and ideas we’ve generated this year:

Making the Climate Finance System Work:

*Reinventing Climate Finance* set a new vision for the complex global flows of clean and dirty capital—and tools like Climate Auctions, Green Investment Banks, and a Climate Finance Access Service were advanced as innovative means to serve developing economies and make sure that the substantial funds established by the Paris Agreement are spent where they will do the most to achieve its goals.

Making the Dollars-and-Cents Case for Grid-Interactive, Electric, and Net-Zero Buildings:

With four reports: *The Economics of Electrifying Buildings*, *The Economics of Zero Energy Homes*, *Best Practices for Achieving Zero Over Time for Building Portfolios*, and *Value Potential for Grid-Interactive Efficient Buildings in the GSA Portfolio*, RMI built a case for pursuing next-generation, efficient, and renewably powered buildings—detailing different approaches for different sectors. Several developers are using the results to pursue zero-energy ready homes.

Quantifying the Opportunity for “Green Dispatch” in China:

RMI China is collaborating with China’s utility think tanks to analyze implications of energy spot markets—helping identify which electricity power plants are at risk of closure due to market reforms, then designing and implementing the power spot markets to maximize cost savings and better manage challenges.

Helping Cities and Regions Lead the Energy Transition:

The *Carbon-Free Regions Handbook* helps state and provincial governments move toward sustainable, low-carbon economies. The recommendations in the book are based on proven, actionable, and impactful work already led by local governments around the world, and follows on the great success of 2017’s *Carbon-Free City Handbook*. 
Exploring Ways to Take the CO₂ out of Heavy-Duty Hauling in Mines:
Surprisingly, haul trucks at mines emit 68 megatons of CO₂ per year and account for 30%–50% of a mine’s total energy use. RMI’s *Pulling the Weight of Heavy Truck Decarbonization* report helps mine owners think about a largely ignored but massive opportunity to cut carbon and costs, and meet climate targets with new vehicle technologies.

Lowering Minigrid Costs to Expand Off-Grid Energy Access:
*Minigrids in the Money: Six Ways to Reduce Minigrid Costs by 60% for Rural Electrification* shows how to overcome the barriers that minigrids currently face in reaching their potential to bring clean, reliable energy to communities far from an electric grid. Sub-Saharan Africa has an opportunity to bring minigrids to scale to cleanly and efficiently serve the millions of people in the region who lack access to electricity.

Shifting Investments into the Electricity System of the Future:
The *Non-Wires Solutions Implementation Playbook* shows how electric utilities can spend less than the $55 billion they spend annually on infrastructure like power lines and save customers money, too, with non-wires solutions like solar, demand response, and energy storage and efficiency. And when they do, the *Managing the Coal Capital Transition* report will help cut the losses for coal-plant owners, their shareholders, and their customers while offering policymakers a clearer path toward switching to low-carbon power generation.
...Because It Isn’t Just Cleaner, It’s Also Cheaper Than Natural Gas:

As a huge wave of power plants retire, many are being replaced by new natural gas-burning plants. But RMI’s 2018 *The Economics of Clean Energy Portfolios* report showed that renewable energy and other distributed energy resources provide cheaper, emissions-free energy while delivering all the grid reliability services that new power plants can. And within two decades, the cost of just operating a natural gas-burning plant will be higher than building a new clean portfolio. Following this 2018 analysis focused on several case study examples, RMI published two new reports evaluating the economics of all proposed gas plants and pipelines in the country.

Advancing Smart Charging and Smart Rates:

It’s important to design electric vehicle (EV) charging systems that are both efficient in the long term and economically viable in the short term. RMI’s mobility team is helping design regulatory structures, and innovating pricing signals to match up EV charging demand with variable-output renewable generation. They’re doing this with a series of reports that empower city leaders, planners, utilities, and businesses to design EV charging networks that support their clean mobility and electricity goals as more EVs flood more quickly into certain markets.

Connecting Electric Co-ops to Smart, Affordable Clean Energy:

RMI found that the members of a large Western co-op utility could save $600 million through 2030 and minimize the risk of rate increases associated with fossil-fuel burning power plants by transitioning to renewable energy generation.
Quantifying the Size of the Prize for India’s Electric Mobility Revolution:

RMI worked with NITI Aayog to analyze the country’s FAME II (Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of Electric Vehicles) policy and make recommendations for continued action. Analysis revealed if FAME II and other measures are successful, India could realize electric vehicle sales penetration of 30% of private cars, 70% of commercial cars, 40% of buses, and 80% of two- and three-wheelers by 2030. Plus, electric vehicles sold through 2030 can save 846 megatons of net CO₂ emissions over their lifetimes.
Accelerating Adoption of Electric Vehicles in Urban Delivery

Eliminating carbon emissions from goods transport is one of the key challenges to the transition to a low-carbon global economy. As a primary hub for the delivery of goods, cities feel the impacts of fossil-fueled transportation systems most significantly. And, cities are perfectly positioned to lead the electrification of this goods movement by changing their transportation decisions and regulations.

The big question is how to effectively provide the charging infrastructure to support urban delivery vehicles. RMI took on that question by exploring Shenzhen, China’s, experience. Shenzhen was the first city in the world to turn nearly all of its buses and taxis electric. And in the last three years, the city has deployed nearly 60,000 electric light trucks and vans for delivering goods.

Through data gathered from over 10,000 electric delivery vehicles in Shenzhen, supplemented by dozens of interviews with charging station owners, logistics and leasing companies, and vehicle operators, we analyzed in unprecedented detail how those trucks are charging and what
can be done to improve the charging system. Our ensuing report, *A New EV Horizon: Insights From Shenzhen’s Path to Global Leadership in Electric Logistics Vehicles*, identified a number of solutions to create a better charging climate and support further uptake of electric logistics vehicles.

Shenzhen has shown that it is willing to do what is needed to promote electric vehicle adoption, and RMI’s research collaboration with the city is working to ensure that it can do the same for the supporting charging infrastructure.

Shenzhen is not an isolated case. As cities become the leaders in the current energy revolution, they will increasingly face challenges similar to those Shenzhen is solving now. RMI’s report not only provides a deeper understanding of Shenzhen’s experience deploying electric urban delivery vehicles, but it can also be a guidepost for other cities across the world aiming for a cleaner, low-carbon future.
Once we’ve seen what’s possible and have done the rigorous analysis to be certain it’s not only possible but profitable, RMI sets out to demonstrate solutions for the clean energy transition.
RMI is working with partners around the world to pioneer tactics, establish best practices for the new energy paradigm, and remove barriers to a profitable and rapid energy transition. Here is some of what we’ve been doing this year:

REALIZING the Promise of Affordable Net-Zero Energy Homes for Low-Income Families:

RMI’s REALIZE initiative is supporting pilot projects to retrofit profitable, net-zero energy multifamily housing in California, New York, and the cities of Boston and Minneapolis that will bring low-income communities the benefits of clean, reliable energy.

“We are excited to partner with Rocky Mountain Institute and the California Energy Commission to invest in an initiative designed for the multifamily sector. This partnership will help American families realize new energy- and cost-saving opportunities while improving their quality of life with more comfortable, healthier homes.”

Daniel Simmons, Assistant Secretary of DOE’s Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy

Image courtesy EnergieSprong
Helping the Lone Star State Lead the Electricity Transition:

Texas is a great laboratory for testing different models of distributed energy resources integration. RMI’s Shine™ team is working with rural electric cooperatives and municipal utilities—acting as the buyers’ representative, RMI supported the purchase of 7 megawatts of new distribution-scale solar by five electric cooperatives.

“Developing these solar energy installations makes a lot of sense for our members. Not only will we be providing more clean, locally sourced energy to our community and hardening our grid, but we expect to save money over the life of these projects by becoming more self-sufficient.”

Bryan Lightfoot, General Manager and CEO of Bartlett Electric Cooperative

...and Slash Methane Emissions:

Through a partnership with SYSTEMIQ, RMI is finding and scaling best practices to stop climate-wrecking methane leaks from the oil and gas value chain by working directly with major producers and buyers in the United States and Europe.

Offsetting Air Travel From the Super Bowl:

This past Super Bowl was the first for which the carbon emissions from the fans’ air travel to the game were offset. RMI partnered with Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport and The Good Traveler to offset 18,000 tons of CO₂ emissions; the equivalent of 1,624 air miles for each of the 71,000 fans at the big game in Atlanta.

Developing an Energy Resilience Plan for Colorado’s Roaring Fork Valley:

When a wildfire hit close to our Basalt office and nearly disrupted power to the entire community all the way up to Aspen, RMI’s electricity team leveraged our global experience in resilience planning and partnered with the local electric cooperative, Holy Cross Energy, and critical community partners to improve energy resilience in preparation for disasters.
Financing National Action on Paris Agreement Goals:

The Paris Agreement places responsibility for climate action on each nation, but in emerging economies, renewable projects are often considered risky investments. In its largest-ever international convening, RMI brought together major players to work toward the establishment of green investment banks—banks with a double-bottom line of climate and profit—around the world. In other developing economies, RMI is establishing a service that will recruit and train climate investment experts to work in those countries to help direct climate funding where it counts.

Helping Caribbean Islands Use Clean Energy in Place of Imported Diesel:

RMI supported The Bahamas in developing a 925 kilowatt solar photovoltaic project at the National Stadium in Nassau, the first hurricane category 5-rated solar carport system in the Caribbean. Meanwhile, Montserrat announced a rooftop solar project that will provide 10% of the island’s peak daytime demand in its first phase and, with more solar and battery storage, will meet 40% of demand in its second phase.
Bringing Clean, Resilient Power to Ten Schools That Face Hurricanes:

With partners including Save the Children, RMI built stand-alone, solar-powered minigrids on ten schools in Puerto Rico that lost power after 2017’s Hurricane Maria—some for several months. The schoolkids aren’t just getting reliable, clean power, they’re being educated about resilient energy.

A Homegrown Plan for Zero-Carbon Districts Goes Global:

After showing that it’s possible and profitable to build an entire community that is net-zero energy in the United States, RMI is collaborating on the design of a net-zero energy, 4,500-acre city on the outskirts of Mumbai, India, that will house 2 million people when it is finished. We are also working on a 330-square-kilometer near-zero carbon district in a port city south of Shanghai.

Bringing Innovative Mobility Solutions to the Heart of the Auto Industry:

RMI is untangling the complex hurdles to large-scale vehicle electrification across market segments by bringing together utilities, regulators, service providers, hardware manufacturers, and more, to facilitate creative problem solving, collaboration, and groundbreaking innovation. The first project Accelerator, held in Michigan, aimed to scale up vehicle electrification and impact the Midwest.
Do Spotlight
Seventy million American homes and businesses burn natural gas, oil, or propane to heat, cook, dry clothes, and more, generating approximately 600 million tons of CO₂ each year, a tenth of total US CO₂ emissions. That number is even higher when methane leakage is factored in—upward of 770 million tons of CO₂-equivalent emissions. Indoor air pollution from the burning of gas in buildings can also have profound health impacts. Gas appliances emit hazardous pollutants, like nitrogen dioxides and carbon monoxide, into our homes, leading to asthma and other ailments. Little progress has been made to address the carbon pollution from burning fossil fuels in buildings, meaning the sector is not on track to meet climate goals. Adding to the urgency is the fact that more than 400,000 new customers were added to the gas distribution system last year—a rate of almost one new customer added every minute.

The pressing need to eliminate fossil fuels from our homes and buildings and instead power them with 100% clean electricity led RMI to launch our Building Electrification program. The program is headed by new Managing Director Bruce Nilles, the key architect of the Sierra Club’s successful Beyond Coal campaign. Our team is building and leading a national network of allies and bringing our technical, economic, and campaign experience to align support at the state and city levels, starting with a ban or moratorium on constructing new buildings with gas service. The team’s primary goal is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from the building sector at least 50% by 2030. At the same time, we will work to secure policies and programs to upgrade millions of buildings annually to replace existing fossil fuel use. Our new Building Electrification program will catalyze the breakthrough needed to decarbonize our buildings, making them healthier for both people and the planet.
Once we’ve proved that new energy solutions are possible, practical, and profitable, we intervene broadly across markets to bring those solutions to global scale. We do that by shaping markets through change labs like our Electricity Innovation Lab (e-Lab) that bring market leaders together to co-create innovative, sometimes risky, but always breakthrough solutions to systemic problems.
And we do it by participating in markets directly through RMI market affiliates and, ultimately, spin-offs that create and advance markets ripe for energy transformation. Here is some of what RMI and its affiliates have been doing to scale up the energy transition this year:

Spinning off RMI’s Business Renewables Center to Become the Renewable Energy Buyers Alliance (REBA):

REBA is a trade association representing corporate powerhouses that collectively aim to bring more than 60 gigawatts (GW) of new renewables online in the United States by 2025 (that’s roughly equivalent to 189 MILLION solar photovoltaic panels). The REBA community has been a part of 98% of all large-scale US corporate renewable energy deals to date, which totaled 6.63 GW in 2018 alone.

Never before has such a diverse group of organizations, from every industry, from every sector, come together to form an association with a single, market-focused, mission-driven vision of a zero-carbon energy future. Large energy buyers have the power to move markets.

Miranda Ballentine, REBA’s inaugural CEO and former US Air Force executive
The Poseidon Principles—A New Vanguard for Climate Finance and Agreements:

Major banks representing a portfolio of about $100 billion in loans to global shipping signed the Poseidon Principles, an agreement to integrate climate considerations into lending decisions to incentivize maritime shipping’s decarbonization. Even more exciting is the potential to do the same in other global industries where decarbonization is difficult.

“The Poseidon Principles offer significant benefits to the global shipping industry and society and they allow us as banks to align and de-risk our portfolios in line with shipping’s green transition.”

Paul Taylor, Global Head of Shipping & Offshore at Societe Generale Corporate & Investment Banking and Deputy Chair of the Poseidon Principles drafting committee
Bringing Visibility and Accountability to the World’s Power Plants:

Thanks to a partnership with Google.org, RMI subsidiary WattTime is bringing its real-time carbon-intensity tracking to provide unprecedented transparency to the carbon emissions of every power plant around the world. Armed with the power of knowledge, regulators can better enforce pollution restrictions on power plants—and this data promises to effectively eliminate poor monitoring and gaming of emissions data.

Launching a Pioneering Blockchain for Energy Platform:

After two years of work supported by some of the world’s largest energy corporations, RMI affiliate Energy Web Foundation went live with what promises to be the market standard blockchain for energy applications. The open-source, enterprise-grade blockchain is fundamentally turning the energy industry on its head by decentralizing how every transaction is made, and giving customers full control.

Doubling Down on our Support for Cities and States:

With the America’s Pledge initiative, the new Cities Renewables Accelerator, and cities around the world, RMI is working to quantify the most impactful actions cities can take, then arming them with the tools they need to act and make meaningful progress toward their goals. The Influence of The Carbon-Free City Handbook and The Carbon-Free Regions Handbook continue to scale up and drive impact around the world, as when US Senator Martin Heinrich of New Mexico read the City Handbook and then convened a workshop in his home state to build on its recommendations.

Transforming India’s Clean Mobility Paradigm Starting in One City:

RMI and NITI Aayog announced the Urban Mobility Lab initiative in late 2017. In 2018, RMI partnered with the Pune Municipal Corporation and set up the first Urban Mobility Lab in the city of Pune, India, to identify and implement advanced mobility solutions that are transformative in their ability to pave the way to a clean, shared, and people-centric mobility future. Today, we’re already seeing evidence that this model is successful and replicable. Insights from Pune, captured in Transforming Mobility in Indian Cities: Insights from India’s First Urban Mobility Lab in Pune, have guided government agency planning processes and supported the city’s ability to deploy new mobility solutions on the ground, including 25 electric buses and charging infrastructure for the city’s public transit system, 35 shared electric passenger cars for commuter services, and 250 shared bicycles.
...and Scaling to Others:

Launching the Urban Mobility Lab in New Delhi—the country’s second most populous city and one where 4 in 10 children suffer from a respiratory illness—is a significant step in building on lessons learned in Pune and will support the Delhi government with its electric vehicle policy and efforts to accelerate EV adoption and address vehicular pollution in the National Capital Region. A workshop hosted in June 2019 kicked off this exciting partnership.

Deepening the Reach and Impact of RMI Change Labs:

RMI is building on the ongoing success of e-Lab and adapting e-Lab’s collaboration theory and method to help other programs at RMI and elsewhere to meet ambitious energy goals. Serving change leaders across sectors and across the world, our lab approach has expanded to train other organizations and partners, and serve India’s Urban Mobility Lab, the Mobility Innovation Lab Accelerator, Global Climate Finance’s Green Bank Design Summit, and the Emerge team’s Idea Fest. We salute the nearly 1,000 participants in our global labs over the past year.

“Private-sector entrepreneurs, financing companies, and government stakeholders can discuss solutions and are ready to deploy them. The [Urban Mobility Lab] platform has really shortened the time needed from the discussion board to the ground. This is not a platform for discussion, but for action.”

Mr. Jasmine Shah, Vice Chairperson, Dialogue and Development Commission of Delhi
Scale
Spotlight
The Global Cooling Prize Reaches the World’s Best Innovators

Our planet is getting hotter. Already, 30% of the world’s population is exposed to potentially dangerous heat conditions; by 2100, up to three-quarters could be at risk. Affordable cooling is becoming a global necessity, allowing for increased productivity, positive health outcomes, and accelerated economic development. The increased demand for residential/room air conditioners (RACs), especially in developing countries, could place a massive new burden on electricity grids that are already straining at their limits, and could contribute to an over 0.5°C increase in global warming by 2100.
That is why last year, RMI launched the Global Cooling Prize to engage innovators from around the world to develop a breakthrough residential cooling technology. The goal is to design and develop a superefficient cooling solution that will have at least five times less climate impact than today’s standard residential air-conditioning units being sold in the market. The winning solution will also need to operate within predefined limitations on refrigerants, water, full-load power consumption, emissions, volumetric size, materials, and operational requirements. It will also need to be affordable to typical consumers, costing no more than twice the retail price of today’s standard units at assessed industrial scale (the incremental cost would have a payback period of less than three years).

The Global Cooling Prize was launched in November 2018 in New Delhi, India, and post-launch awareness events were subsequently held in Beijing; Washington, D.C.; and other countries around the globe. The attention, response, and momentum has been far beyond what we could have ever expected, attracting innovators from around the world. Since formally opening applications to the competition, the Global Cooling Prize received over 2,000 participant registrations from innovators, start-ups, research institutes, universities, and leading AC industry manufacturers. Of these registered entities, 445 teams submitted their preliminary ideas through the Intent to Apply Form and 139 teams from 31 countries around the globe followed through with their submission of the Detailed Technical Application to the Prize. Finalists of the Prize were selected based on these applications and were announced on November 15, 2019, at a global event in New Delhi, India. The clock is ticking. Fortunately, through the Global Cooling Prize, we have an opportunity to solve the global cooling challenge and provide people access to cooling without warming the planet.
“Through the depth of our research and our global network of partners, we have escalated global awareness of the need to solve the cooling challenge, which is now viewed as not only one of the largest end-use risks to the climate, but also a critical need for development, health, and well-being for all. Innovations in cooling technology, which we are helping to catalyze, can enable us to tackle this challenge head-on and truly solve it.

— Iain Campbell, RMI Senior Fellow”
At RMI, we are committed to creating impact from the philanthropic investment of our donors. We also take pride in our sound fiscal management. In 2019, RMI was designated a four-star charity by Charity Navigator, America's largest and most-utilized independent evaluator of charities. On these pages are fiscal year 2019 consolidated financials. Complete financials are available at rmi.org.

Operating Expenses
(% of Total Expenses)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenses (thousands of dollars)</th>
<th>Program Services</th>
<th>Management &amp; General</th>
<th>Fundraising</th>
<th>Total Expenses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program Services</td>
<td>$37,578</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management &amp; General</td>
<td>$7,203</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>$2,220</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Expenses</td>
<td>$47,001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Operating Revenue & Support**

% of Total Operating Revenue

- Foundation, Individual, & Corporate Contributions: 80.8%
- Government and Multilateral Grants: 2.7%
- Earned Revenue: 15.2%
- Other Revenue: 1.3%

**Revenue (thousands of dollars)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revenue Type</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foundation, Individual, &amp; Corporate Contributions</td>
<td>$44,838</td>
<td>80.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government and Multilateral Grants</td>
<td>$1,488</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earned Revenue</td>
<td>$8,466</td>
<td>15.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Revenue</td>
<td>$728</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Revenue</td>
<td>$55,520</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Statement of Financial Position
(in thousands)

### Assets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset</th>
<th>6/30/2019</th>
<th>6/30/2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cash &amp; Cash Equivalents</td>
<td>10,220</td>
<td>8,187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investments</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beneficial Interest in Assets Held by The Denver Foundation</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounts Receivable</td>
<td>5,025</td>
<td>3,666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pledges Receivable Short-term</td>
<td>12,626</td>
<td>6,145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Current Receivables</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepaid Expenses and Other Assets</td>
<td>748</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pledges Receivable Long-term, Net</td>
<td>1,568</td>
<td>1,345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property and Equipment, Net</td>
<td>15,951</td>
<td>16,469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investments Restricted for the Innovation Center</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposits and Other Assets</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Assets</strong></td>
<td><strong>$47,674</strong></td>
<td><strong>$37,829</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Liabilities and Net Assets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liability</th>
<th>6/30/2019</th>
<th>6/30/2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounts Payable</td>
<td>1,873</td>
<td>1,114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accrued Salaries and Benefits</td>
<td>3,011</td>
<td>2,991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deferred Revenue</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Current Liabilities</td>
<td>651</td>
<td>786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Current Liabilities</td>
<td>6,327</td>
<td>5,543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term Liabilities</td>
<td>7,453</td>
<td>6,911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Liabilities</strong></td>
<td><strong>13,780</strong></td>
<td><strong>12,454</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Assets</td>
<td>33,894</td>
<td>25,375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Liabilities &amp; Net Assets</strong></td>
<td><strong>$47,674</strong></td>
<td><strong>$37,829</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Statement of Activities

(in thousands)

### Revenue and Support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>12 months ending 6/30/19</th>
<th>% of total revenue</th>
<th>12 months ending 6/30/18</th>
<th>% of total revenue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earned Revenue</td>
<td>8,466</td>
<td>15.2%</td>
<td>8,020</td>
<td>18.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foundation, Individual, &amp; Corporate Contributions</td>
<td>44,838</td>
<td>80.8%</td>
<td>34,335</td>
<td>78.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Revenue</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government and Multilateral Grants</td>
<td>1,488</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Revenue</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in Beneficial Interest in Assets Held by The Denver Foundation</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment Income, Net</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Realized and Unrealized Loss on Investments</td>
<td>-31</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Revenues, Gains, &amp; Other Support</strong></td>
<td><strong>$55,520</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.0%</strong></td>
<td><strong>$43,631</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.0%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Expenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>12 months ending 6/30/19</th>
<th>% of total expenses</th>
<th>12 months ending 6/30/18</th>
<th>% of total expenses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program Services</td>
<td>37,578</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
<td>34,024</td>
<td>79.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management &amp; General</td>
<td>7,203</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
<td>6,131</td>
<td>14.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>2,220</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td>2,458</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expenses</strong></td>
<td><strong>47,001</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.0%</strong></td>
<td><strong>42,631</strong></td>
<td><strong>100.0%</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excess of Revenues and Other Support Over Expenses</td>
<td>8,519</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change in Net Assets</strong></td>
<td><strong>$8,519</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>$1,018</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The history of RMI in producing its great through leadership shows just how powerful the long-range vision of Amory Lovins and the great team at RMI is.

— Vice Admiral Dennis McGinn
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Dutch Postcode Lottery Awards

This year the Dutch Postcode Lottery (part of the Nationale Postcode Loterij) awarded RMI €2,300,000 for our Sharing the Power project—to drive affordable, efficient, and resilient energy systems in sub-Saharan Africa. The project tackles rural electrification with an innovative bottom-up approach, building from the community level and balancing the availability of new power resources with the tools to grow economic development. The Lottery also awarded RMI €1,500,000 in general support.

Since 1989, the Dutch Postcode Lottery has been raising funds to support Dutch and global organizations working for a fairer, greener world. Fifty percent of its income goes to charity. In all, the Lottery has donated more than €5.8 billion euros over 30 years to hundreds of charities and social initiatives around the world.

Image courtesy Nationale Postcode Loterij/ Roy Beusker
In 2015, support from The Rockefeller Foundation and the Virgin Foundation enabled Rocky Mountain Institute to work in sub-Saharan Africa, helping Rwanda power economic growth by supporting integrated energy planning. The program quickly ramped up into other countries in the region.

RMI spoke with Suman Sureshbabu, Director of the Rockefeller Foundation’s Power Initiative, to discuss her perspective on the organization’s long-term partnership, reflect on the impact we’ve created together, and describe her hopes for the future.

A Partnership to Advance Energy Access for all

Today, more than 600 million people in sub-Saharan Africa lack access to reliable electricity. Energy access undergirds economic development and is critical to human health, wellness, and productivity.
Now that the energy transition this year:

This is important because policymakers in Africa and other developing economies are working to advance sustainable electrification much more quickly. Yet they are flooded with reports and data about how to advance energy access for economic development. The Rockefeller Foundation observed that the recommendations coming to these policymakers were from entities with specific agendas or were simply too dense to inspire or guide action. They sought to bridge the gap between data and action. That’s exactly where RMI came in.

“You can’t fix the entire system from day one, but the team successfully diagnosed unique challenges across the system on the energy supply and demand sides, then identified what activities could create the most bang for the buck, create the most momentum, and scale,” she said. “This step-by-step approach added significant value in a crowded space. And over time, it has been nice to see the team be able to build deeper relationships with partners in-country and gain their relevance.

The Rockefeller Foundation’s mission is to advance the well-being of humankind, and energy is the building block for equitable economic development—not just to a household but to entire communities and economies,” said Sureshbabu. “We have a hunger to change the status quo and knew RMI would be a great partner because they possess the ability to diagnose the problems stymieing energy access, and the technical know-how and skill to put forth recommendations that are easy to understand and action-oriented.

Electrifying rural businesses like this computer shop of Bab, the woman portrayed at the previous page, powers economic growth in rural Nigeria.
She gave the example of work in Ethiopia where, in partnership with the regulator, the utility, and the Ministry of Water, Irrigation, and Electricity, RMI defined the value that energy efficiency has in decreasing utility losses, increasing economic productivity, and freeing up capacity for better-quality service and additional connections—while also supporting development partners and the government to explore off-grid technology solutions including minigrids.

“It’s a real testament to the team that we chose to sustain our support beyond early engagements in Rwanda to Ethiopia, Nigeria, and Uganda,” said Sureshbabu. “We were struck by the humility, openness, and awareness of early successes, failures, and RMI’s willingness to evolve to bring the most value. Our funding was building capacity to deliver long-term change. Looking ahead 5 to 10 years from now, my hope is that this work has led to improved planning processes, resulting in many more people electrified, more quickly, sustainably, and with greater impact than current projections.”

Through continued work from RMI’s Africa Energy Program and the help of a growing set of dedicated partners, we’ll continue to see the growth of new approaches to electrification that embrace advances in data, technology, and emerging market-based solutions that make a real difference in people’s lives.
“We are already seeing this shift in how electrification planning and implementation happens on the African continent,” said Sureshbabu. “RMI can proudly say they were part of the revolution in fostering new approaches that accelerate this shift.”

Image courtesy The Rockefeller Foundation / Suman Sureshbabu
Thank You, Donors

An Organization You Can Trust

RMI is a recipient of Charity Navigator’s 4-Star rating, the highest rating possible given to nonprofits for fiscal responsibility and transparency. We are also rated as a Guidestar Platinum organization.
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The Solutions Council is a collaborative community of donors committed to understanding, supporting, and advancing RMI’s work to create practical transformation through an annual gift of $1,500 or more. Learn more at rmi.org/solutionscouncil
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Robert J. Schloss & Emily M. Sack, in honor of Robert’s birthday
Gordon & Carole Segal
Meryl & Robert Selig
Jigar Shah
Xixi & Jonathan Shakes
Shell Oil Company Foundation
James & Linda Smedinghoff
Sara & Tagge Solaimanian
Robert Soltess
Ellen Spertus
Srinija Srinivasan
Karen & Donald Stearns
Robert Stiratelli, in memory of Ellen M. Bard
Alan & Gloria Stoga, in memory of Bud Konheim
Jennifer Stokes
Daniel & Nancy Streiffert
Garret & Lalitha Swart
Beth Sweet
Cody Tapscott
John R. Teerlink
Romain Thibaux
Dick & Marion Thornton
Maria van der Hoeven
Verdera Partners, in memory of Bayford Butler
VMware Foundation Matching Gift Program
Ralph Wanger
Judith Wells Warner & James R. Warner
Thomas Warren
Lynda & Doug Weiser
Rom & Pamela Welborn
Kendra Wenzel
Fred Westergaard
Luke Wilson
Tobias & Catherine Wolff, in honor of the artistry of Peter Boyer
Aaron Zubaty
Anonymous (9)
Anonymous, in memory of Nancy Greer Hough

**Stewards**

$500–$1,499

Joel & Marla Adams
John & Marcia Addison
David M. Johnson & Sara Alaica
Gary & Tara Albaum
John David Allbar & Kerstin Gastreich
John Altenhofen
AmazonSmile Foundation
Anne Arundel County Public Schools, Office of Social Studies
Brian Arbogast & Valerie Tarico
Christine Weir & Sally Arnold
Jon C. Schairbaum & Amy Askins
James A. Babson

Paul & Deborah Baker
Lee Bartholomew
Martens Bash
Richard & Peggy Bauhaus
Chris & Katherine Berg
Larry & Kathryn Berkbiger
Stephen W. Biegel & Patricia Papovitch Biegel
Richard Bruce Billings
Daniel M. Blankstein
Kim Blehm, in honor of Robert & Heather
Paul Bodnar
James A. Boorstein
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Bourne
Dorothy & Richard C. Bradley
Galen Bright
Stephanie Brun de Pontet
Donald L. & Deborah Butler
Thiel Butner
Ames Byrd
Elizabeth W. Cady, in memory of our brother, Stephen F. Wilder
Kendall Cafritz
Caithness Foundation
Todd Ciaravino, in memory of Eric Konheim
Patricia Cahoun
Dr. Patricia & Mr. Thomas Canfield
Elizabeth Cannon
Tiffany Card
Mr. & Mrs. Eric Carlson
Carolina Solar Energy LLC
Lina Castro, in honor of Bud Konheim & in memory of Eric Konheim
David I. Caulkins
John & Lou Chapman
The Charles & Esther Lee Kimerling Charitable Foundation, in honor of Sam Kimerling
Iain & Michaele Charnley
Thomas H. Cheyney
Douglas & Jocelyn Childs
Helena Chum
Stephen & Joan Clark
Brian & Alison Clew
Carole & Peter Clum
Susan Connelly
Julie & Darren Cooke
Lee Cooper, in honor of Michael Totten
Marilyn Cossey
Joanne Thornton Curtz & Thad Curtz
Dandelion Fund
Darco Inc. FRP Underground Water Tanks
Donna Davies & Dennis Jespersen
Ann N. Dawson
Daniel Delano
Diane Devore, in memory of Eric Konheim
Kurt Dieringer
Eric Doerr
The Donahue Fox Family Fund
Mary K. Dougherty & Erik Neumann, in memory of Eric Konheim
Meghan Duff
Bernice & Loyal Durand
Lawrence Eldridge
Paul Elias & Marie Lossky
James Ellingson
Jeff Emminger
Eric Enderton
Wes Ernsberger
Margaret Anne & H.C. Eschenroeder, Jr.
Craig Etchison
Charles & Chase Ewald
Honey Sue Fishman, in memory of Bud Konheim
James Flanders
Dean Flugstad
Tim Flynn
Ken & Judy Foot
Joe & Rita Foss
Susan & C. Bradford Foster, III
Victoria & Nicholas Fram
Joseph Franco & Elliot Franco, in memory of Bud Konheim
John & Mary Frantz
Peter Frey
Clare Laufenberg Gallardo
Jim Gano
Marian & August Gerecke, Jr.
Paul Gerke
David & Susan Giffen
Steven Goldberg
Richard C. Goodwin & Liz Atkins
Alice Gorman, in memory of Eric Konheim
Jonathan & Dana Gottsegen
Craig Goulden
Joseph Greene & Nancy Flint Greene
Jerry Greenfield & Elizabeth Skarie
Brian Greer sc
Scott Hagen
Rebecca & Glenn Hammons
Mike & Paige Henchen
We had a total of 2,201 donors (individuals and foundations).
Catherine & David Hills
Tracy & Dick Hirrel, in honor of Peter Boyer
Carolyn & John Holton
IDEO, in honor of Radhika Lalit and Iain Campbell
Israel Discount Bank of New York, in memory of Bud Konheim
Nina & Tim Itin
Marcy Jaffe
Charles N. Jaffee & Marvina Lepianka
John & Rusty Jaggers
William & Jo Kurth Jagoda
Mark Jenne
Michael S. Johnson
Andrew Johnson
Kurt & Diane Johnston
Wylie Jones
Kane Family Foundation
Charlie Komar, in memory of Eric Konheim
Tom Korologos & Ann McLaughlin Korologos
Michael & Colleen Kunkel
Kevin Kyrias-Gann
Tania Landauer
James Lang
Timothy Large
Carola B. Lea
Colette Muller Lee
James Lee
Calleen & Francois Letaconnoux, in memory of Bud & Eric Konheim
Betsy & Steven Levitas, in honor of my father, James T. Mills
Robert & Nancy Ley
Roger & Florence Liddell
Jim & Dianne Light
Peter & Kataneh Lohman
Chuck & Susie Longfield
Bob Lorenzen & Priscilla Elder
Amanda Lubin
Tilly & Parker Maddux
Charles D. Mamiye, in memory of Bud Konheim
Thomas Marcyes
William & Vicki Martin, in honor of Sam Martin-Haley, Carrie Martin-Haley, & William Martin, Ill
Joe & Annie McCarthy
Bob & Sue McCarty
Ruth C. Mead
Gail & Andy Meyer
Rick C. Montague
Donna Moore & Jeff Moore with the Gulf to Bay Sotheby’s International Realty, in memory of Bud Konheim
Sue & William Morrill
Chris Moser & Lennie Moeller
Phillip Mulligan & Susan Holdrege Morse
Margie Musgrave & Frank Peters
Dr. & Mrs. Robert A. Nagourney
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas B. Newell
Scott D. Newman
Robb Nichols
Kent Niss
Steve Norum, in honor of Alan the Raptor
Jean Oelwang & Christopher Waddell
Mary Patricia & John Olds, in memory of Eric Konheim
Vivian Otteman
David Otterness, in honor of Stephen Doig & in memory of Margery & Omar Otterness
Zachary Patterson
K. Danae Pauli, in honor of The Phoenix Collective
PayPal Giving Fund
Richard Pearlstone & Amy Elias
William F. Pedersen
Pepsi Co.
Claire & Eugene Perricelli
Anonymous, in memory of Bud Konheim
Anonymous, in memory of Eric Konheim

$250–499
ABBVIE
Gautam Agrawal
Richard & Heather Ames
Thomas & Tamia Anderson
Candyce Anderson
Peter Andreyuk
Robert Barrett & Linda E. Atkinson
Teresa & Gerald Audesirk
Ken Bailey
Ken Barnes & Patricia Beatty
Michael Baskin
Douglas & Maria Bayer
David Becher
Marc C. Bergschneider, in memory of Bud Konheim
John Bergstrom & Nancy Hanson-Bergstrom
Michael Bobker, in memory of Ariel Panero, Richard Koral & Robert Bedell
Ronald & Margaret Brand
Julie Brannon
Ann Brayfield & Jospeh Emerson
Matt Briggs, in honor of Amory Lovins
William D. Browning
Bill & Carol Bruml
Emory Buck, in honor of Lee Buck
Susan Butler, in honor of Delia, Lucia & William Rollow
Judith Byrns & Joe Bergquist
Chris Campbell
CASCAID Social Good Fund
Rosie Casey
City of Seattle - Anonymous Donor
Joseph & Sally Conklin
Cheria Coram
Ewen Coxworth
Robin Dahlberg & Edwin Maynard
William Dakin, in memory of Eric Konheim
Margaret R. de Rivera
Ruth & Dennis Demmel
Stephen Dey & Ashley Gibb
Mary & James V. Downton
Joshua & Cara Drews
Robert Drysdale
Robert Simms Duncan
Dunn Foundation / Brad & Katie Dunn
Larry Dunn
Anne & Paul Ehrlich
Cara Eisen & Gil Forer
Bill & Carol Emerson
W. Michael Fagen
William Forbess
Pam Franks
Mark Friedman
Joni & Phil Friedman, in honor of Barack Obama
Gayle & Lars A. Garrison
John & Christine Gavan
Susan Gibbs
David & Shirley Ginzberg
Cheryl & Steve Goldenberg, in honor of Amory Lovins
Nick Goldsmith
Peter J. Gollon
Matthew Grace
Linda Gray, in memory of Tom Gray Climatehawk1
Dale L. Gray
Sadja Greenwood
Richard & Lois Griggs, in memory of Bud & Eric Konheim
Brent Groce & Donna Cordner
Sarah Groves
Evan Gull
Alex & Leslie Hall Family
David Hamilton
John W. Hancock, III
Lawrie Harris
Susan & George Harrison
Emily & Thomas Haslett
Matthew Henderson
Our donors came from

50 US states and

16 countries

Joe Henry
Philip M. Henry
Naomi Himmelfarb
Michael Holm
Judith Horstmann, in honor of Victor Olgyay
Daniel J Hoy & Mary L Kenosian
Robert Hutchinson
Scott Isaacson
Dr. Thale Jarvis
Jobes Builders
Johnson Moreno Trust
Alexander Katz
Steven Keffer
Julie & Wilmot H. Kidd, III
Kobra International, Ltd., in memory of Eric Konheim
Susan Krivin
Carl Lahti
Samuel W. Lambert III & Casey Hegener
Josh Lampl
Peter & Fawn Landrum
John Lankshear, in memory of Bud Konheim
Barbara Latterner & David Stryker
Marion Layton Mann
Jan Levitan & Melissa Olds Levitan, in memory of Bud & Eric Konheim
Ronald Lind, in honor of Rick Lind & Kate Aldrich & Bob & Sondra Lind
Ronald Lindeman
John P. Linderman
Dan & Lauren Litchfield
Ann Lockhart & Edward Crocker
Newt Loken, in memory of Newton C. Loken & Dorothy A. Haight, loving & inspired parents
David Lowenstein & Kathlene Collins
Maite Madrazo Vega
Andrea Marron, in memory of Bud Konheim
Langdon Marsh & Ellie Putnam
Joseph Martinich
William Mathison
Rex Mayers
Duncan McPherson
Tim Michels
Lynne Michelson
Georgeann & King Moss
George & Ellen Mozurkewich
Bob & Kathleen Norris
James M. & Louise Wilson Noyes
James Olesen & Lynn Nowels
Chanel O’Neill, in honor of Ella Ramos O’Neill
John W. Osgood
Jim & Joan Palmer
Sean Parks
Catherine & John Pearson
Kristoffer Persson
Brooke A. Peterson & Carol Hood Peterson
Michel Poirier, in memory of C. Normand Poirier
Frank M Powell, Ph.D.
Nan Puryear, in memory of Eric Konheim
Dan & Helen Quinn
Peter & Helen Raudenbush
Eben & Sarah Rauhut
Samuel Reid
Resource Engineering Group, Inc.
Dr. Peter Riley
Mike Roeth
Samuel Sandeen, in honor of Mark Sandeen
Robert Sardinsky
Tedd Saunders
Mark S. & Judith K. Schaffer
Steven Schechter
Melissa Schifman
Sue Schimmenti
John H. & Patricia Schwarz
Michael Seno
George R & Heather A Sepelak, in memory of Heather A. Lund
Robert W. & Anne M. Shaw Jr
Alan Simpson & Jane Gouveia-Simpson
Catherine R. Smith
Marjorie Smith
Owen & Tracy Smith
The Stanley Family Fund of the Community Foundation of New Jersey
The Steklac Family
Brian Stoll
Timothy Stoller
Carol A. Stone
Dianne Stone
Richard & Judy Thomas
Linda & John Thornton
Paul & Robin Timmins
Norman Tjeltveit
Rip Tompkins & Fran Clark
Tavo True-Alcala
Gary J. Tuthill
U.S. Bank Foundation Employee Matching Gift Program
Fred Unger & Jacqui Ketner
Heather & Gary Vaughn
Nahum Ward & Shelley Mann-Lev
Tom & Joyce Warfield
Bill Weihl & Lisa Mihaly
Francy & Randy Williams
Michael, Marilyn & John Winer
John Winslow
Mark C. Woods
Frank Zabel
Angela Zhou
Gabriel Zimmerman
Anonymous, in memory of Rafael Lucea
Anonymous

**$100-249**

Stephen Abbott
Edward & Sandra Abrahamian
Jan Aceti
Robert & Meg Ackerman
David Adams
Betsy After
Chad Alevras
Pierre Deligne & Elena Alexeeva
Lilly Goodman-Allwright & Michael Allwright
Benjamin Altshuler
Mr. Rick Hsu & Mrs. Nancy Alvarez
Roberto Alvarez
D. Michael Anctil
Susan & John Anderson
Anita & Keith Anderson
Lorraine P. Anderson
Lee & Donna Andre
Jessica Andrewartha & Charles Korb
Prof. Clinton J. Andrews
Gene Anguil
Nicholas P. Antonacci
Alan Appelbaum

Lynn Appelbaum
Lloyd Arnold
Erica Arnold
Nishant Arora
Nancy & John Artz
Marc Atlas
J. G. Augustson
Paul Bergquist and Carole Austin
Becky Ayres
Anne Bachner, in honor of Bryce Jenkin
Carol Backus
Mary J. Baggerman & Philip W. Johnson
Diane Bailey
Norman Bair
Samuel & Emory Luce Baldwin
Wahhab & Kay Baldwin
Kurt Ballash
David & Catherine Banghart, in memory of David Banghart
Bryce & Ann Bardin
David & Sue Ellyn Barker
Teresa & Don K. Barth
Robert Bashor
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert Batchelder
Mary Louise & Joseph Bates
Amy Battles, in honor of David Payne
Jacqui Bauer
Franz Baumann

Michael Behrendt & Ivan Cassar, in honor of Judith Lovins
David G. Behrhorst & Donna Fisher
Bernadette Bell & Kenneth Wachter
David Benham
Chris Bergerud
Jeff Bernstein & Jean Stevens
Barbara & Geoffrey Berresford
Jennifer Bissell
Mary Blackmore, in memory of Keith Blackmore
Charles Blair
Susan Blanc & David Baker
William R. & Anne H. Blessing
Jerry Blitefield
Oscar Bloch
Jim, Regina & Becky Bock
William Boellela
David W. Bostrom
Braxton & Bette Bowen, in memory of Bud Konheim
Sydney Boyum
Elsie Bracken, in memory of Eric Konheim
Robert Bradish
Renata & Gary J. Brand
William A. Branham
James E. Breck
Scott A. Brenneman
Bart Deamer, in honor of Cam Deamer-Phillips
Kathleen Deamer
Jim DeCecco
Eugene DeJoannis
Stephen D. Dent
Penny & Ross DePaola
Design Group Architects Bower-Licher, Inc.
Dr. Joseph & Ms. Johanna Fausto Di Dio
John D. & Nancy J. Dick
Kevin Dickson, in memory of Chuck Hinkley
Patrick Donley
Tom & Ann Doyle
Marjorie Thompson Duck
Donna Duerk
Martin Dugan
Robert & Caroline Duncanson
Emma Dutton
Donald H. Dyall
Mary Eagan
Roger L. Easton, Jr.
Pam & Kirk Ebertz
Drew Ehrhardt
Kevin J. Eigl & Marcia Miller
Evan D. Ela
Tony Eldon
Lola & Glenn Embrey
Larry & Laurel Erickson
Ron & Nancy Erickson
Larry & Rhea Estes
Thammy Evans & Victor Ullom
Evan Evans & Reilly Murphy-Evans
Daniel M. Everett
Linda B. Fabe
Gregory Farmer
Christopher Fearnley
Susan Felter, in honor of the Livermore Felters
Dwayne H. Fink
Lorin Fink, in memory of Dave Weller
James F. Finlay
FirstBank Incentive Fund
Aaron Fischbach
Ted Flanigan
Karen Florini
Katherine Fogle
Tyler Folsom
Robert & Juliette Ford
Paul & Barbara Forste
Tad & Melissa Foster
Philip Fournier
Ellen Franconi
Andrew G. Frank
Susan Freed
Joseph Frett
Ron Freund
Judith Friedberg-Nerf & Richard
Nerf, in honor of Richard E. White
Colleen & R. C. Frojen
Barbara Fukumoto
Debra & Robert Fung
Timothy D. Furst
Charles Galgowski
Christopher B. Galton
Gerald Gardner
Edith B. Gardner, in memory of Eric Konheim
Dr. & Mrs. Stuart Garry
Caroline Gaudet
General Mills Foundation
Robert Gerhold
Jenifer & P.M. Gibbons, in memory of Eric Konheim
Bill & Barbara Gibbons
Karl Gieben, in honor of Amory Lovins
Douglas Gilliland
Mary & Mark Gioretti
Cheri Glaser
William & Gayle Glauz
David Godfrey
Goldman, Sachs & Co. Matching Gift Program
Deborah Goldsmith
Robert Gorman
Tom Gorman
David Gottfried
Peter Gould & Nora Doyle
Joan Grace
Leslie & Joni Grady
Richard Graham, in memory of Bud Konheim
James & Bonnie Graham, in honor of Diana Graham
William B. Grant
Royal Graves
Billy Grayson
Wade C. Greene Jr.
Alan & Fran Greenglass
Alma Patricia Greer
Daniel & Katharine Gregory
Barbara Grewen
Peter R. & Joanne Griesinger
Anne M Gschwend
Connor Guerrieri
Sheila Baker Gujral, in memory of Eric Konheim
Robert & Nancy Gurley
Mary Lee Guthrie
Josh Haacker
Joe Hackney
Marion Hakanson
Robert Hall
David Hall
Frances Hamilton
William Hamilton
Margery Hamlen
Jim & Marilyn Hand
Paul Hanke
John Hannah, in honor of Lea & Griffin Bower
Karen & Kenneth Hannah
Donna Hanover & Edwin Oster, in honor of our friend Bud Konheim, a man of great insight, humor, & kindness, & of his beloved son Eric
Lynda Hanshaw, in honor of Al Gore
Max Haraldsen
John Harder, in honor of Robert John Harder, who would have been a Designer-for-a-Sustainable-World
Robert Harmon
James Harris & Cori Sutherland Hart
Donald Hartley & Ted Cope
Dennis L. Hartwig
David Harvey
Terri Haven, in memory of Kay Carmona
Nancy Hazard
Richard Heede, in memory of Joan Eleanor Heede
Tom Hein
Thomas & Colleen Heinemann
George Helmholz
David & Cindy Henderson
Giselle Henley, in honor of Puck
Matthew Hepworth
HERE Technologies
Matthew Hibbs
Troy Hill
Kirk Hipps
Richard J. Hitchingham
Diane Hobson, in honor of Chaz Teplin
Kathryn Hoenig & Doug Maynard
Robert & Laura Hoguet
James Holland
David Holzman
Jack Homer
Michael Homer
J. Kimpton & Anne G. Honey, in memory of Bud Konheim
John M. Horan
David Horne & Tina Proffitt
Michele A. Houdek & Douglas N. Koplow
Rebecca & Eric A. Houghton
William Howard
Carole Howard, in memory of Alice Q. Howard
Richard Hruby
Patricia A. Hruby & Richard McBride
Mary Hubert
Margaret Hummon
Thera Joyce & Bruce Hunn
Helen Hunt
Hunt
Sandra Hunter
Huntsman Architectural Group
David Inouye
Dr. Dave Irvine-Halliday, in honor of Humanity
Margaret C. Ives
Roseanne & Jordan Jacobsen
Burton & Eleanor Jaffe
Regan Jager, in honor of Kathy Guest
Jan Jalenak, in memory of Bud Konheim
John D. Jennings & Martha Welman
Jeannette & Scott Jiusto
Charlie Johner
Stephanie Johnson, in memory of Shawn Kidwell
Peter & Sandra Johnson
Kristine Johnson & Jay Culver
Vikki L. Johnson
Johnson & Johnson Matching Gifts Program
Philip Jonat
Florence & R. Michael Jones
Peggy Jones
Bill & Kay Jones
Douglas Jones
Kathy Jonse
Anna Jungclaus, in honor of Matt Jungclaus
Walt Kaesler
Peter Kane
Mike Kappus
Jane & Joseph Kasov, in memory of Bud & Eric Konheim
Olivia Katz
John Katzenberger & Deborah M. Jones
Kathleen & John Kauffman
Joseph & Rosemary Kehoe
Richard Keller
Jonathan & Janet Kempff
Peter Kernan
Roger Kerr
Shabad S. & Ann Khalsa
Teresa & Charles Kimbell
Steven Kimbrough
Mark & Nancy Kinney
Kenneth Klacik
Eileen Klees
Ellen M. Smiga-Klein & Todd Klein
William Klenn
Keith & Lucienne Klipstein, in memory of Marieke Becker Klipstein
Carolyn Klock & George McCook
Jean & Robert J. Kloos
Onno Koelman
Barbara Kolb, in memory of Eric Konheim
Felix Kramer
Penelope Kreinberg
Robert & Suzanne Kriscunas
Steve & Marie Krueckeberg
Jameson Kummer
Nancy & Randolph O. Laatsch
Keith Lain
Jai Lakshman, in honor of Amory!
Carolyn Lange
William LaPoint, in memory of Bud Konheim
Craig & Barbie Laughlin, in memory of William “Wild Bill” Laughlin
Gail Lauzzana
Sandy George Lawrence & Barbara Schickler
John Lawrence
Leslie Lazareck
Veronica Ledoux
Dick & Dianne Lee
Judith & William Lee
Charles & Barbara Leiden
Peter Lemke, in memory of Charles W. Lemke
Amber Leonard
Michael Liebman
Abbie Liel
Peter & Alice Light
Scott Lines
Karen Little
Justin Locke, in honor of Dylan Locke
Anthony & Janice LoDolce, in memory of Eric Konheim
Thomas Long
Thomas Lovdal
Cotty Lowry
Justin Lueker
Douglas & Marjorie MacDonald
Kirby MacLaurin, in memory of Beah MacLaurin
Allen & Geraldine Macomber
Bill & Ladjamaya Mahoney
Catherine & David Manchester, in memory of Frances & Esther Bligh
Allison Manderville
Zoe Marans, in honor of Lea & Griffin Bower
Peter March
Daniel Marcin
Joseph Marron, in memory of Bud Konheim
Stephen & Marcia Martinson
Rob Masinter
John Maxwell
Nancy Maze
Jonathan & Mimi McBride, in honor of Morley McBride & Bailey McCallum
Ann McCabe
Ann McCartney
Michelle McCombs
Julie & David McCulloch
Christopher McElroy
Meredith McIntosh
Marlyn McNabb
Mary M. McPherson
Susan Medley
Craig A. Melby
John E. Menger, in honor of Gordon & in memory of James & Jenny
Hellmut Merkle
Jim & Valerie Metcalfe, in honor of Ivo Steklac
Peter Michel
J. D. Miller
Maxwell Milton
Jonathan & Mindy Miner
Doug Monas
B Ruth Montgomery
James Moon
Luis Morales Benitez
James J. Morehead
Charles & Noreen Morgan
David L. Morris
David & Caroline Moyer
Dan Mulholland & Pamela Miller
Christina Munchbot
Gary Munkhoff
Alexander Munro
Thomas Murray, in memory of Marianne Trabold
Mr. & Mrs. Eric Musser
Doris Nassiry
Stephen & Robin Newberg
Kerry & Ricki Newman
Virginia C Newton
Daniel Nichols, in honor of Adam Nichols
Georgiana Nielsen, in memory of Ken Nielsen
Mark Nigogosyan
Noble Lane Foundation
Richard Nolde
Bruce Norfleet
John C. Norris
John Novinson
Gavin Novotny, in memory of Ramona
Marilyn A. O’Dell
Patrick O’Meara, in honor of Barney O’Meara
Peter M. & Marie D. O’Neill
David Oberbillig
Oracle Corporation Matching Gifts Program
Janna L. Ottman
Emily Owens-Bennett
Evan Oxenham
Donald Padelford
Dr. Everett A. & Rebecca H. Palmer
Joel Papo
David Paradise
Pamela Parsons
Stewart Parsons
Greg & Mary Paul
David S. Payne
Janet Peargin, in honor of the Next Gen
Andy Pease, in honor of Rob Lence
Suzanne Penuel
Michael Perham
Michael & Patricia Petelle
Sarah J. Pick
Edward Pierson
Charles & Carolyn Pilgrim
Jean Fletcher, in memory of James F. Fletcher
Richard Polk
Melissa L. Post
Howard & Sharon Pratt
Charles & Rosalie Preble
Roger Price
William Ross Pumfrey
Thomas A. Putnam
Leah & Darrell Quam
Patrick Quinn
Patricia & Andrew Quiroz
Usha & Mohan Ramamurthy
James & Donna Ramsay
Steven Ratcliff
Jonathan Ratner & Pamela Erens
Mark Raulston, in honor of Gene & Carol Raulston
Timothy Raupp
Gregg M. Raymond & Jamien Jacobs

David J. Reich & Martha Plotkin
Richard Reichler
William D. & Gwennyth Reid
Philip B. Reinhart
Scott Reynolds
Robert S. & Myra L. Rich
David Richardson
Lisen & Todd Richmond
Cheryl Vallone Rigby, in honor of our grandchildren
Gregg & Marilee Rippy
Kristil & Jeff Roberts
Inga Robbins
David Roberts
Thomas Robinson
Bridget Robson
Gwen Rodman
Abigail Rome
Douglas Romig
Alexander Rosaen
Estelle & Steven J. Rose, in memory of Bud & Eric Konheim
Dena Ross
Yassen Roussev
Gray Russell
Landon & Charlotte Russell
Scott Sadlon
Mark Sandeen
Catherine Sandell
Pat Sapinsley, in honor of Scott Pruitt
Calista Ruh
Karin & Peter Savio
Janice & Dick Scar
Kerwin L. Schaefer
Brad Schmier
Raymond Schmitz
William T. Schneider
Jared Schneider
Douglas L. Shoemaker & Patricia Schoenecker
Wytze Schouten
Suzanna & David Schulze
Paul Schwarz
Dick N. & Lupe Sears
Arthur Seidner
Naveen Selvam
Zachary Semke
Allyn & Karen Seymour
Linda Sharp, in memory of Jane Sharp MacRae
Jonathan Sheff, in honor of Raina Shefa
Burnette & John Sheffield, in honor of our 50th wedding anniversary
Mark & Elana Shefrin, in honor of Jason Foster
Michael & Susan Shepard
Cynthia Shih
Joanne L. Siegel & Walter F. Thiem, in memory of Suzanne Thiem
Larry Silberg
Donna Miller Ward & R Thomas Ward
Kathleen Weber
Kathy & Wever Weed
Laurence Weinberg
Jeanne Weinzierl
John Wheeler
Timothy White
Bob Whitfield
Lara & Marc Whitley
David K. Whitney
Beth Whitney-Teeple, Ph.D. & Dr. Bob Whitney
Barbara Wickwire, in memory of Eric Konheim
Mark & Janet Widoff, in honor of Amory Lovins
John Wiercioch
Susan Wiesner, in honor of Chuck Jaffee
Margot S. & Scott D. Wilcox
Judson V. Wilder, Jr.
Brent Willard
John & Lora Williams
Judd Williams & Anne Bonaparte
Samuel Wilson
Alex & Jerelyn Wilson
Matthew Wittmann
Bryan Wollschaeger
Susannah C.L. & Willard L. Wood
James Woodyard
Ms. Carol Woolfe, in honor of Ken Woolfe
Workday, Inc.
Donna Wygle
Jeri Wylie
Laurie J. Yahr & Rich Kahl
Ginny & Pete Yang
Lynne Yeannakis
Mary Yoder
Stanford Yukon
Kara Zabetakis
Debra & Peter J. Zauner
John S. Zinner
Paula Zurcher, in memory of Christopher H. Smith
Anonymous, in honor of Grace Ogawa's birthday
Anonymous, in honor of Ken Mayers
Anonymous, in honor of nurses everywhere
Anonymous (49)

$50-99
Robert Abbott
Peter Aengst
Linda Agerbak
Jeff & Kristin Feldman
Andrew Allee
Gregory Allen
Hamilton Allport
Edson Andrews
Christina Angell
Matthew Arndt
Leslie Martel Baer & Matthew Lee Arnold, in honor of Robin & Clarence Baer
Barbara Askin & Kevin Roche
Wayne L. Attwood
Automatic Data Processing, Inc. - ADP
Karen Babbs Hollett, in honor of Charles Babbs
Crystal & John Babos
Robin & Clarence Baer, Jr.
Joanna Barnes
Michael Barth
Tom Bassett-Dilley
Karl & Barbara Becker
Kay Beeley
Megan & Steve Behnke
Lisa Beliveau
Charles & Nancy Benedict
Edward E. Berg
Margaret A. Berry
Len Beyea
Barbara & Joel Bickell
Mark J. Bigler
Karen Bireta
George & Nancy Bissell, in honor of Mark Bissell
Robert A. Black
Caitlin Blanchard
Michael Blonsky
Will & Cecilia Taylor Bloomer
Susan Brandes
Kevin & Maurya Brenneman
Greg Brooks-English, in honor of Carey Griffiths
Michelle Brotemarkle
Howard Brown
Lillian Brown
Evan C. Brown & Sydney G. Rephan
Pete Brush, in honor of Peter Degen
Dave Buemi
Kaitlyn Bunker
Brian Burroughs & Tammie McCarron-Burroughs, in memory of Patsy Ann Burroughs
Ruth Byington
Danielle Byrnett
Barry & Wentworth Caldwell, Jr., in memory of Bud Konheim
Vincent Calvano
Gina Carola
Susan M. Carollo
Phyllis Carosone-Link & Christopher Link, in memory of Jack Twombly
Seth Carr
Rebecca Carr
Christian Carrico
Timothy Carrigan
George F Chelwick, AIA, LEED
Darius Cheong
John W. & Patricia Christensen
Janet Chu
Elizabeth Clodfelter
The Clorox Company
John B. Cobb, Jr.
Linda & Tom Collier
Robert & Diane Collier
Bill Collins
Harry Colwell
Damien Condo, in honor of helping those in need as a result from the destruction of Hurricane Dorian
Bruce, Judy & Erin Connery
Peter B. Cook
Eric & Angelyn Cornetta
Sam Cox & Julie Puchkoff
Scott Crass
Marcia & Malcolm Crosbie
Richard Curtis
Michael & Debbie Daehnick
R. Gordon Dailey, Jr.
Kooch & Victor Daniels
Jan & Lynn Dash
Cecile & Lawrence Davino
Kyra Davis, in honor of Megan Kerins
Joe Day, in memory of Catherine N. Day
Anthony J. Del Gobbo
Nicole Martin & Austin Dever
Kris & John Ditson
David Docter
Katharine Dodge
David C. Dorman
Carl Dorner
Patrick Doss-Smith
Debra Douglas, in memory of Carol Magnuson
Lindsay Douglass
Bryan Doyle, in honor of Tom Doyle
James A. Drahovzal
Judith Vokaty Eagen & Arthur Eagen
Jon Eakes
Peter Eberle
William Eddy
Gordon Edwards
Spencer Egan, in honor of Maya Egan
Carol & Chris Eisenbeis
Mark Emerson
Bill Erickson
Bruce A. Erickson & Margaret Watson
Yvonne Eyk
James W Ferguson
Loretta Fischer
Anna Fisher
Justin Fishkin
Isaac Fitzer
Mary Fitzpatrick, in honor of Quinton Fitzpatrick
Janet Moody Lampman & Keith Snow
Kristy Lane
Kevin Lang
Thomas Larson
Katherine & Lee E. Larson
Eleanor M. Leeper
John Leigh
William Lemman
David LePoire
Geoffrey H. Lester
Matthew Levin
Kay Lindell
Roger Lippman
Eric Lloyd
Dana Lobell
Louise Lockwood-Zorowski
Carole London
Ingrid A. Louiselle
Brandon & Mackenzie Lurie
Ann Mack
Ginger & John Mallard
Russell Malley & Tynka L. Dees
Ashlynn Manning
John Martin, in honor of the memory of Michael Martin: The man who could not say “no.”
Carrie Martin-Haley, in honor of Will Martin
Lou & Betsy Matlack
Joanie Matranga
Gary Matthews
Kandi McAdams
Linda McCarthy, in honor of our son John Cornell’s birthday
Robert A. McCarthy & Laura G. Rush
Kimberly A. Estes McCarty, in honor of Jennifer Stokes
John McClaughry
Jefferson McCollum
David McKinney, in honor of Patrick Blaine McKinney
Hugh Mclean
Noah Meyer
Komera Michael
Harvey Michaels
Philip & Connie Micklin
Gina Miller, in honor of Thomas Crum & in memory of John Denver
Jono Miller
Peter H. Miller
Ruth Miller
Kirk M. Mills
Murray A. Milne
Norman Minekime
Carlo Minini
Bonnie Miskolczy
Karl Monetti
Leland Montgomery
Mary Moore, in honor of Jon Corbet
Dr. Barbara Morchower
Suzanne & Donald Morrison, in honor of Beth & Robbie & Keller
Stuart Moss
Joanna Moss
Amy Munsat & Harry S. Flamm
Catherine A. Murphy, in memory of William J. Murphy
Jay & Toni Nading
Gloria Naveira
Herminia & Thomas R. Neet, Jr.
Alan Ness & Margaret Bergmann-Ness
Gaye O’Callahan
Timothy O’Dee, in honor of Maj. Gen. Douglas V. O’Dee USMC (ret.)
Adriane Oliver
Sandra Ong
Colleen Orsburn
Sam P. Osterkil
Peter & Janet Ostrowski
Eddie Oteiza & Penny Bidwell
Craig Otis
John Otter
Alice & Mark Palmer
Gregory K. & Nancy Parrish
Hossein B Parsapour, Ph.D.
Dr. Lewis Patrie
Gary Patton
Krista Pedersen
James Peeples
Scott Peer
Sarah Perrin, in honor of Steve Keffer
Jacqueline Perry
Christopher Peters
Jan Peterson
Erik Peterson-Nafziger
Victor P. Petrolati
Albert Phan
Lisa Phillips
Robert K Pinschmidt, PhD
Jamie & Greta Ponce
Mark Porter
Lloyd Prentice
Julian Prosser Jr. & Candace Bailey
Doris & Richard Prouty
Carolyn & Robert Purvis
Carolyn Quenon
Nick Radonic
Kenneth Regelson
Janet Reinhart
Richard & MaryRuth Reis
Marvin Resnikoff
Nancy Reynolds, in honor of John Hill
Sandy & Doug Rider
Ron & Karen Riggert
Ken Riley & Donna Lambert Riley
Richard Riseling
Pamela Roberts, in honor of Roy Young, my friend & long-time environmentalist & supporter of RMI
Dr. Lou A. Roberts, Ph.D.
Susan Robertson
Kelvin Rodolfo
Robert & Linda Rodriguez
Paula & Jim Rogers
Chip & Bridget Rorem
Stanley Rorick
Jeff Rose
Gregory Rosenberg
Mark & Leslie Rousseau
Paul Rubel
John Runyan
Brent & Cynthia Rusert
Robert Russ
Leo Ryan
Cecily & Kurt Sanford
Michael Schaefer
Joyce & David Schmoeger
Roger Schnittjer
Keely Schoeny, in honor of Howard Waxman & family
Jon R. Schulz & Jane Schulz
James Schwarber
Jeffrey S. Seeman
Seldom
Anna Shapiro
Robin Shapiro
John & Sara Sharp, in memory of Jane Sharp
Aaron Sherber
Paul & Laurie Sherman
Craig Shillinglaw & Kristina Parker
Nancy & Dip Sidhu
Phil Silver
JoAnn Simms, in memory of John Denver
Siri Vedya Singh
Lee Skabelund
David & Laura Skaggs
David A. H. Smith
Lowell & Elyse Smith
David Smith
Lisa Sorensen
Roger Sparhawk & Susan Dupstadt
James Spiller
The Spurry Family
Michael St. John
Alexander Stavrides
Sam Stearns
Rebecca Stebbins
Alvin C. Steele
Donna Steele
Donald & Vicki Stevenson
Laurel Stevenson
Robert Stevenson
Ernest Stiltner
Janet & David Stout
Byron & Nancy Stutzman
Warren J. & Anne M. Swanson
William Swift
John G. Swomley & Jennifer Roberts
Beth Synk, in honor of Diane Tuuri & Ward Pierson
Louis & Kate Szablya
Ethan Tan
Rob Thompson
Ron Tjerandsen
James H. Tolson
Mr. Jan E. Tone
Andrew Tourville, Jr
Ashley Traut
Harold Trujillo
Mark Tyson
Carolyn Uhlenhake-Walker
USAA Federal Savings Bank
Jan Derk Van den Bos
Krae van Sickle
Carolyn & John Vann
Matthias Varhola
Michael & Lisa Vernon
Demetra & James Versocki
Colin Vogt
Fred Volkert
Paul W. Wack, in memory of John Denver
Burt Wadman
Terry Wahl
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Wakeman
Nathaniel & Julie Wardwell
Kate S. Warner
Joshua Warren, in honor of Caden Lippie
David Wasserman
Robin Waters, in memory of Elizabeth Boylston Waters
Christine Watts
Philip Weathers
Benjamin Weber
David Weeks
James S. Weinberg & Mary Beth Cysewski
Martin Weiss
John Robert Werning
Sue West
Judith & Philip W. Westin
Eamon Whalen
Steve Wheat
Eileen M. Whipple
Charles White
Jerry & Jean White
John Whittier, in memory of Lee Schipper
Katya Whyte
Hans Widmer
Chely & Jeff Wilkinson
Conrad J. Willett
Stephen Willey
Katherine Williams
Dr. & Mrs. John & Joanne Wills
Dorothy D. Wilson
Alicia Wilson, in honor of Mark K. Wilson III
Heidi Winslow
Maria Wirries
Roy & Tracy Wood
Graham Wright
Yvonne Wyborny, in honor of Lester Wyborny
Randy Yavitz sehold
Barry Zelman, in memory of Bud Konheim
Hava Zuidema
Antonia Zurcher, in memory of Christopher H. Smith
Anonymous, in honor of Brian Rogers & Sherry Modrow
Anonymous, in honor of Dorian Sokolovsky
Anonymous, in honor of Patricia Mazurek & Bernard Olender
Anonymous (36)

Under $50

Oliver Abell
James Allison
Steve Hach & Marty Ames
Unitus Amphibious
Lauren Anders
Tracy Anders
Mark Anderson
Kelly Ann
George Donart
Angelica Dubinsky
George Dudley
K.K. DuVivier & Lance Wright
Hadrien Dykiel
Susan Earle
EBSCO Industries, Inc.
Timothy Edwards
Charlie Ekin
Michaela Elias
Amy Ellsworth
Mary Ellsworth
Marion & Merritt Elmore
Mina Elyse
Peggy Ann & David Erskine
Facebook
Joan L Farb
Janice Faulkner
Harold Federow
Karen Fedorov
Cyle Feingold
David & Carolyn Fenn
Steven Fenster
J. Allen Feryok
Stephen Finn
Frank Fish & Gail Headstrom
Crosby Fish
Edgar Fisher
Elliott Fishlyn
Claire Fitz
James Fitzpatrick & Ruth Braham
Rich & Debby Flahaven
Christine Fleming
Theresa Flores
max flores
Thomas Flynn
Judith Ford
Gloria & Steven Foster
Michelle Fox
Luciano Freire
Russell Friedman
Peter Gable
Henry Galley
Ken Gamauf
Harry Gamble
Lydia Garvey
Richard Gasaway
Matt Gerike
Kyle & Linda Gerlach
Mark Giese
Ryan Ginsberg
Patti Glasgow, in honor of Earth Day
Samantha & Anthony Goddess
Marsha Goldman
Richard & Lillian Goodman
Goose Creek Community Land Trust
Mike Gordon
Mark Gorman
Raymond & Sehriban Graap
Greenprints
Geoff Grimm
Kevin Guerrero
Kelly Gustner
Bill Haley
Donald & Hazel Hanefeld
Roy Harvey
Leslie Hassberg
Clifford Hathaway
Penny Hause
John Edward Hawk, in honor of Eric Soderberg
Ana Hedman
Bradley Heinz
Daniel Henderson
Hanna Herrejon
Hewlett-Packard, Inc.
Gregg J. & Tracy E. Higgins
Melissa Hitchcock
Eddie Hochman
John Holbrooke
Robert Holley
Christina Holley
Laura Holman
Kevin L. Holmes
Joan & Robert R. Holt, Ph.D.
Mark B. Holt
Cathy Hope
Louis Hotchkies
Katherine L. Houston
Emma Howard
April Huang
James & Anne Hubbell
Hal Huckins
Arthur Hughes
Linda & Brian Hutchins-Knowles
Derek Ichien
Andrew illig
Paige Inman, in memory of Spencer & Tyler Inman
Dan Innamorato
William Isecke
Kenneth & Judith Jacobson
Stephen Jelinek & Betsy Wisch
Alice Jena
Jan Jennings, in honor of Richard M. Jennings
Laura Jervis
Sandra Rae Jessen, in honor of our family
Jaret Johnson
Perry Johnson
Paul Johnson
Killam Johnson
Nate Johnson
H Mark Johnson
Philip Johnston
Alison C. Johnstone
Timothy Jolson Account
Kim Jones
Cullum Jones
Debora & Keith Kaback
Barbara Katz-Chobert
Bruce Kaufman
Shelley Kaup
Joshua & Judy Kay
Teryn Kay
Gina Keel
Gretchen Keiser
Gilbert S Kernan
Carol Kirkpatrick
Deanna Knickerbocker
Albert & Anne Koetsier
George Kosmides & Jeanne Deignan Kosmides
Jennifer Krumper
Edward Kruse
Sara Lake
Radhika Lalit
Ashlee Lanfranchi
Charles Langford
Joyce Lanning
Idalia Larsen
Kelly Larson
Suzanne & Kevin Law
Michel Lee
Jonathan M. Lee
William & Sally Lermond
Maxim Levet
Michael Li
Abbey Lindquist
Daniel Liska
Bill Lobner, in memory of Gary Lobner
Patricia Logan & Karl Citek
Chris Lotspeich & Amy Dunn, in honor of Lieutenant Commander Leia Guccione, USN
Kristopher Lovekamp
Megan Ludwigson, in honor of Jason Ludwigson
Michael Luft
Lisa Lynch
Alton Lynum
John Maas, in honor of John Francis Maas
Hannah MacNorlin
Mallory MacTaggart
Kiran Magiawala
David Malboveuf
Mark Manley
Shannon Maris
William B. Marks
Ron & Cay Marquart
Cameron Martin
Janet Martin
JA Martinez Cantu
Breanne Mastromarino
CASEY MATHER, in honor of Dan Mohr
John M. Matuszak
Jackson McAdams
Olga & Frank McCoy
John McCreery
Matthew Mcgaugh
Bill McKinley
Linda McLean, in memory of Jim Stokoe
David Meggyesy
Herbert Meisner
Anthony Meleo
Ana Sophia Mifsud
John Miller
Kuzum Miller
Rob Miller
Nancy Milliken & Sergei Smirnoff, Jr.
Stephen & Wanpen Modell
Katya Moises
Jim & Betty Moore
Charles Morin
Maddy Morley
Abbe Murray
Stephen Mushegan
KC Mutchler
Robert & Patricia Nemchik
Network For Good
Jacqueline A. Neurauter
Michael Newton
Kristopher Novak
Steve O’dea
Scott Oman
Kathy C. Oppenhuizen
Frank Orem
Verena Owen, in honor of Bruce Nilles
Gregory Pappas
Austin Park
Santiago Parra Posada
Tracy Partridge
Julie & Tom Paxton
Jesse Petersen
Donna M. Petrangelo
Tim & Diane Pfaff
Jane Walker Pfister
Hilary Philpott-Gard
Kathy Pillsbury & Cindy A. Marshall
F. Adele Plouffe
Ewa Podlacha
Karen Popovich
Premena
Jacqueline Preston
Bec Preston
Randal Pride
Nancy & Bob Pulley
Kevin & Michelle Ralph
John R. Reed
Douglas C. & Jean M. Rhinehart
Christopher Richard
Maureen & Colin Richman, in honor of Jamie Diamond & Isaac Toussie, on the occasion of their engagement
John Ringle
Matthew Ritter
Thomas Romero
Tim Roorda
Melanie & Myron Roschko
Sharon Rose
Mike Ruland
Rosemarie Russo
Pamela & David Rustad
Gloria Sage
James & Ruth Santos
Brooke Sartin
Twig Satterfield
Julien Savoye
Janet Sawin
Tim Schalk
Tamir Scheinok
Bette Scher, in honor of Greta T
Kim Schneiderman
Kirsten Seaberg
Scott Selman
Jeremy Shain
Valerie Shalash
Suraya Shalash
Sandy Shapiro
Bennett Shapiro
Aaron Shapiro
Richard G. & Lesley E. Shearer
Ian Shelquist
Benjamin Shepherd
William Shepherd, in honor of my childrens’ future & in memory of Dianne Feinstein’s political career
Karen Shih
Lindsey Shonberg
Steve & Loretta Shull
Jeff Simpson
Britney Sires
Daniel Slanger
Diane & Malcolm Smith
Michele Smith, in honor of Planet Earth
Nicholas Sofios, Ph.D.
Deidre Solli
Patricia Solomon
William Stack
Galen Staengl
Patrick & Leslie Stansberry
Jean Steiner
Matt Stephens-Rich
Steve Stevens Household
K Steward
Don J. Stewart & Laninda Sande
Bill Stratton
Sarah Marie Strese
Leslie Suen
Renga Sundaresan
Hazel Sutton
Mark Swanson
Thomas Sweeney
Lisa Symons
Jayant Tatake
Isabel Tate

Kenneth L. Teeters
Melinda N. Thomas
Jeffrey Thorn
Bruce Thornblad
Ti-nan Ti-Nan
Reto Tosoni
Calvin Tran
Allison Troy
Dallas B. & Norma A. Tuthill
Brad Uffner
USAA Real Estate Co
USAA Realty Company
Sister Donna Van Laeken
Cathy Van Maren
Justin Vandenbroucke
Valerie Vaughan-Drong
Roman Ventura
Cameron Vetrano
Susan Viadeck
Alex Von Braun
Mark Waddell & Scott Vickers
Dave Waddell
Jerome Wagner
Meghan Walsh
Liz Washburn
Anna Washington
Ann Waters
Pat Watkins
Kay Watson

Jay Waxse, in honor of an Earth where our resources are clean & all can live without danger of needless harm

Justin Way
Randall Webb
Stephen Weinberg
Devrin Weiss
David Weltman
David Wendt
Lorin Weymouth
Noel Whearty
Ann & Tim Wheeler
Thomas Wheeler
Richard E. White
Ron Whitmore
David W. & Sarah J. Aubry Widell
Andrew Wilbourn
Chris Wilcox
Sarah Windes
Victora T. Winterer, in memory of Bud Konheim
Marty Wisott
Craig & Anita Woods
Katherine & Russell Wortley, in memory of Ken Lukow
Nikki Wyrd
Gary Yip
Gregory Zahradnik
Holly A. Zimmerman & Peter DeCrescenzo
In-Kind Contributions

Holland & Knight LLP
Justin's
Kapil Sapra & Associates
Kilpatrick Townsend
Moye White LLP
Quest IP
The Stanley Foundation

Additional Funding Provided by

California Energy Commission
City of Boulder
Federal Aviation Administration
Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States
U.S. Agency for International Development
United Nations Office of the High Representative for the Least Developed Countries, Landlocked Developing Countries and Small Island Developing States
The World Bank
RMI Legacy Society

The RMI Legacy Society honors those individuals who remember RMI in their bequest or other planned gift in their will or estate plan.

Diana Beuttas
Esther & Francis Bligh*
Kathie K. Brown
Joanne & Michael Caffrey
David I. Caulkins
Jonathan Peretz Chance
John & Lou Chapman
Richard & Avery Chase
Anne Cooke
Carol G. Dano
Martin P. Dugan
Richard Ford
Cheryl A. Glaser
Peter Greenberg
Margaret Gruger*
Robert T. Haines & Kathryn C. Haines*
Laura Hart*
John & Marcia Harter
Bruce Hathaway & Karen Sagstetter
Margaret & Charles Hollowell
Joanne E. Horton
Dale Hoskins
Ruth F. Kapes*
Stanton Klose

Michael & Colleen Kunkel
Craig & Barbie Laughlin
Erika Leaf
Julie B. Lovins & Gregory Fowler*
Meredith McIntosh
Marge Wurgel & Keith Mesecher
Peg Moran*
David Muckenhirn
James M. & Louise Wilson Noyes
Ann Pruitt
Deborah Reich*
Eric Ringsby
Kerwin L. Schaefer
Mark & Judith Schaffer
David & Joyce Schmoeger
Joan Semmer
James Dennis Seyfert*
Joel Shapiro
Jane Sharp-MacRae*
Sally Dudley & Charles Sieloff
Rheua S. Stakely
Etel & Joseph B. Thomas, IV*
Raymond D. Watts
T. Walley Williams
Anonymous (18)

* in memoriam
Our Locations

About Rocky Mountain Institute

Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI)—an independent nonprofit founded in 1982—transforms global energy use to create a clean, prosperous, and secure low-carbon future. It engages businesses, communities, institutions, and entrepreneurs to accelerate the adoption of market-based solutions that cost-effectively shift from fossil fuels to efficiency and renewables. RMI has offices in Basalt and Boulder, Colorado; New York City; the San Francisco Bay Area; Washington, D.C.; and Beijing.

www.rmi.org

Contact Us

2490 Junction Place, Suite 200
Boulder CO 80301
303.245.1003

22830 Two Rivers Road
Basalt, CO 81621
970.927.3851

17 State Street, 35th Floor,
Unit 3520
New York, NY 10004
315.266.9600

111 Broadway
Oakland, CA 94607

1750 K Street NW, Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20006
202.717.8448

No. 10 West Jintong Road
Ocean Office Park, Tower A,
Suite 305
Chaoyang District, Beijing
China 100020
+86 10.8588.5408